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This giveaway has ended. Winners are being notified. Thanks to all who entered.

The book ‘Tupac Shakur Legacy’ is far more than just a book. It is a unique and special tribute
to the memory of the fallen hip-hop icon and irreplaceable genius Tupac Shakur. Becker &
Mayar and Atria Books have put together this hands-on, interactive, portable museum that’s not
just a portrait of the artist, but a knowing, revealing glimpse into the world and mind of one of
hip-hop’s most revered poets.

10 years after the tragic, still unsolved murder of hip-hop icon Tupac Shakur (2Pac), Jamal
Joseph presents the story of hip-hop icon, rap artist, political spokesman, poet, actor, writer,
humanitarian and entrepreneur Tupac Amaru Shakur (2Pac).

Using recovered and removable exact replicas of documents, including everything from a 1984
playbill for a Harlem festival featuring a very young Shakur to the infamous handwritten contract
with Suge Knight and Death Row Records, ‘TUPAC SHAKUR LEGACY’ stands alone in
revealing the superstar as he saw himself: both supremely confident and supremely vulnerable.

Thanks to Jamal Joseph and Atria Books-Washington Square Press (a division of Simon &
Schuster) we at thuglifearmy.com are please to offer a few copies of the book ‘Tupac Shakur
Legacy’ as a give away to our visitors.

The give away will run until August 31 st . To enter email us HERE and add Tupac Shakur
Legacy
to the
subject line of your email.

Following this give away Johnny “J”, friend and business partner of the late hip-hop icon Tupac
will be personally sponsoring another give away for the book. That give away will be a joint give
away with our affiliate CRNLive.com. It will also coincide with the debut of Thug Life Army Radio
on the net at www.TLARadio.com .
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In stories only known to his closest friends and family, ‘TUPAC SHAKUR LEGACY’ covers
everything, from his early childhood in Harlem, to his quick rise to stardom, through his
incarceration and subsequent release, to his last, triumphant years in the eyes of his adoring
public. In this unusual scrapbook, ‘TUPAC SHAKUR LEGACY’ tells of a singular life, one full of
grittiness and heart – and one imbued, at its core, in honesty and passion.

A CD is also included in the book with interviews Tupac did back in the day. This book is a
quality project and a great source for all fans of the slain hip-hop icon Tupac Shakur.

Remember the give away ends August 31 st , so get registered now for this give away.

Related articles:

http://www.thuglifearmy.com/news/?id=2890

http://www.thuglifearmy.com/news/?id=2883

The book can be pre-ordered at http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/074329260X/sr=1-1/qid=1
154643866/ref=pd_bbs_1/002-0670299-0447258?ie=UTF8&amp;s=books
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